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My way of working is often categorized as“Installation” and “Intervention”.
Many individual parts of objects and information are collected.
An attempt is made to establish a connection with each other and with the environment.
This creates a different type of „image“:
Instead of visualizing the „image“ on a single point,
an image is created through the relationship between space/ situation and set objects and people. 
You could also call it mood.

Sometimes I come into the room with things/ thoughts that I would like to discuss with it.
I first listen to the room by looking at it.
Then I notice spots in the place that give me thoughts / what I want to react to.
This creates a kind of conversation between the space and me.
We are influenced by eachother 
and become one part of me



how do you dance ?(... for 21“5)

I can see 3 different types of dancers on the dancing floor:

one that catches the glances of others

one whose dance is derived from somewhere -
seems to be quite natural

and one who just dances



21,5“ 
sound-loop  2:32 min

video-object 978x1472 px
digital collage 720x1280 px

A website 

up down , scroll right left

Play : a voice sounds, 

an object rotates in uneven time and
uneven speed, 
sharp along the frame

https://www.julilee.de/howdoyoudance



https://www.julilee.de/howdoyoudance



Audio track:  
One day you are flooded by a wave of boredom, then you are freed from your fallen asleep legs....











made in



2

3

14

1 sound-loop 5:23 min
2 fabric 9x3m with holes, open windows
3 video-loop 5:23 min
4 digital frames, monitors
   video-loop 1:37 min

Even before you enter the room, you can hear something rustling,
almost disturbing-
the wind 
Does it come from the room or from the open windows?









Videoausschnitt video stillcut



video stillcut









video stillcut 





Geschichte zwischen den Zeilen lesen



Jalousie mit Text, Farbe, Gips, 
Tablett,Strick,

Acrylglas, Buchstabenstempel,
Wasser vom Hafen

durch das Fenster sieht man den Hafen 
und Wasser, das die ganze Zeit ununterbrochen 
in einer Richtung zu fließen scheint.















 

Translate from A to B 
a way stone

paving
or even more
like a seesaw
always back and forth

reverse

kaum in Worte zu fassen



Booklet
clay
Pot

 Wood
Intervention on the ground

















I: KLIIIICKLAAAAKLIIIICKLAAA/Klick Klack Klick Klack :I



Acoustic foam,
Luminous paint,
blinder,
cables,
Headphones with sound loop
Alufolie













sound :
several metronomes,
which are gradually turned on 
one after another







There are certainly many ways to get to something. 
Above all, there is always a safe way.
Then there is the not so safe way.
Why do you take such a diversion?
do you get to where?

 

Hackwert



MDF Holz, found wood
digitaler photoframe,
instruction how to open a door,
Akustikschaumstoff,
Intervention on wall,
hairpin,
Booklet







ヘアピンでドアを開ける方法の説明書





book excerpt

a personal daily routine of a person in the world of this book
He‘s just waking up from a dream-

an image that still belongs in the head of the dream,
seems to fade over time.

the world does not appear to be very different from here.
But you notice that orders are stopped differently.

„What time is it?“
Playing cards are mixed and one card is drawn.

 It‘s number 7
means seven o‘clock





Buchausschnitt


